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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AT THE HIGH-
EST LEVEL
Professional solutions for the agro-industrial sector

As an exceptionally high portion of its products are exported, GÖWEIL machines 
have become renowned and are widely used throughout the world.
The company originally specialized in the production of agricultural machines, but 
its machines are now also available for industrial use.

GÖWEIL is characterized by the following four values:

MASCHINENBAU GMBH
GÖWEIL

The name Göweil has been synonymous with the highest quality product range in the bale wrapping and baling technology sector since 
1988. 
Other core areas include the manufacture of bale opening and transport devices, high lift buckets as well as blade sharpeners.

QUALITY.
All products are designed, developed, 
and produced at the company's sites 
in Kirchschlag and Rainbach (Upper 

Austria).

KNOW-HOW.
Years of experience, as well as close 

cooperation between design and 
manufacturing, are the keys to our 

well-thought-out solutions.

EFFICIENCY.
By continuously developing our 

product range, we offer high-quality 
and efficient solutions in keeping with 

the times.

SERVICE.
Even the best machine needs mainte-
nance. Our service team is available 24 
hours a day and will take care of your 

request.
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The G50 series wrapping machines are compact and agile, guarantee the highest level of quality, and boast an extremely convenient mode 
of operation. Since the work position has been shifted to the right, the bales can be picked up from the front and deposited towards the 
rear in the same direction of travel as the baler.

OVERVIEW

THE WRAPPING MACHINES IN DETAIL
1  G5010

Towed wrapping machine with bale pick-up, single wrapping arm, and program con-
trol STANDARD.

2  G5012
Towed wrapping machine with bale pick-up, twin wrapping arm, and program control 
STANDARD.

 The wrapping time is halved!

3  G5020
Towed wrapping machine with bale pick-up, twin wrapping arm, and program control 
PROFI.

 The work cycles are carried out fully automatically!

THE CONTROL SYSTEMS IN DETAIL
Program control STANDARD
Bale pick-up is performed manually using the electronic joystick. The 
"wrapping process" and "film cutting" work cycles are performed au-
tomatically, while bale deposit is performed at the push of a button. 
All functions and settings are adjusted via the control unit on the 
machine.

 Used on the G5010 and G5012 

Program control PROFI
The bale pick-up, bale deposit, and "wrapping process" and "film 
cutting" work cycles are fully automatic. All processes can, of 
course, also be controlled manually. All functions and settings 
are adjusted directly via the program control.

 Used on the G5020
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EQUIPMENT G5010 G5012 G5020

Wrapping arm Single Twin Twin
Hydraulically tilting wrapping table Standard Standard Standard
4 bale conveyor belts with belt guide and 4 bale guide rollers Standard Standard Standard
Bale pick-up from the front, bale deposit to the rear Standard Standard Standard
Film pre-stretcher 750 mm Standard Standard Standard
Combined film pre-stretcher for 500 and 750 mm Accessory Accessory Accessory
Film cutter Standard Standard Standard
Film monitoring Accessory Accessory Accessory
Single-film mode -- -- Accessory
Film storage for 6 rolls of film Standard Standard Standard

Hydraulic pivoting drawbar With manual operation and lower linkage 
hitch

With manual operation and lower linkage 
hitch Adjustable, with lower linkage hitch

Tires 380/55-17 AW Standard Standard Standard
Tires 480/45-17 AW Accessory Accessory Accessory
LED light & turn signal system Standard Standard Standard
LED work lights Standard Standard Standard
Program control STANDARD with radio remote control STANDARD with radio remote control PROFI
Radio remote control -- -- Accessory
Load sensing -- -- Accessory
PTO shaft drive Accessory Accessory Accessory
Load sensing PTO shaft drive -- -- Accessory
Cardan shaft Accessory Accessory Accessory
Additional bale turn -- -- Accessory
Additional roller for wrapping table Accessory Accessory Accessory
Impact protection mat (incl. additional roller) Accessory Accessory Accessory
Bale tipper (incl. additional roller) Accessory Accessory Accessory
Battery supply cable 5.3 meters 2x6 mm² with 3-pin socket Accessory Accessory Accessory
* Dual-line air brake system Accessory Accessory Accessory
* Hydraulic dual-line brake system with emergency brake valve and pressure accumulator Accessory Accessory Accessory
* Hydraulic brake system without pressure accumulator and breakaway device Accessory Accessory Accessory
* Beacon light Accessory Accessory Accessory

KEY DATA
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HIGHLIGHTS

At GÖWEIL, the functionality of our machines takes top priority. The perfect interplay between the individual components is what makes our 
wrapping machines professional-grade equipment for creating high-quality silage. Here you will find an overview of the advantages of the 
G50 series wrappers:

G50 SERIES
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7DESIGN
The robust and solid design of the wrapper guarantees an exceptionally 
long service life. Thanks to their compact and wide construction, the G50 
series wrappers are particularly agile and perfectly suited to navigating 
slopes. In addition, their low center of gravity allows for a level of maneu-
verability that is second to none. The standard tires with 380/55-17 AW 
ensure an even distribution of weight and are gentle on the grass.

1

ROTATING WRAPPING ARM WITH STATION-
ARY WRAPPING TABLE
It is impossible for the bale to fall off with this system as there are no 
centrifugal forces acting on it. The conveyor belts and the four rotating 
bale guide rollers guarantee that the bale will continuously move forward 
and, consequently, ensure a uniform overlap of the film. When it is time to 
deposit the bales, the wrapping table is lowered all the way to the ground 
for a particularly gentle deposit of the bales.

2

AXLE
The machine is mounted on an offset axle. The resulting shift of the work 
position to the right ensures that the weight of the wrapper is balanced 
perfectly. The benefits of this are:

• Perfect weight distribution especially during bale pick-up
• The wrapper can be towed by smaller tractors
• Excellent stability on slopes

3

WRAPPING ARM WITH FILM PRE-STRETCH-
ER
The machines in the G50 series are equipped with film pre-stretch-
ers for 750 mm film rolls. The patented plastic rollers ensure uniform 
pre-stretching. In addition, the rollers are not temperature sensitive. This 
saves film and guarantees tightly wrapped, airtight bales. The wrapping 
arm is available in two sizes and the pre-stretchers are height-adjustable. 
This ensures that the bales will always be wrapped perfectly around their 
own center. The quick-change system allows empty rolls to be replaced 
quickly and easily.

4

FILM STORAGE
When working long days, you need to make sure that you have enough 
film: a G50 wrapper allows you to carry along up to six rolls. The holders 
are mounted on the drawbar, which makes it possible to load and unload 
the film rolls with ease at a comfortable working height.

5

PIVOTING DRAWBAR
The hydraulically adjustable pivoting drawbar allows the operator to per-
form the wrapping process with ease – bale pick-up from the front in the 
baler's direction of travel; bale deposit towards the rear. The standard 
lower linkage hitch is responsible for the wrapper's outstanding agility. 
When forced to navigate tight spots on a field, the operator will certainly 
appreciate the minimal turn radius!

6

BALE PICK-UP
The hydraulic bale pick-up softly grabs the bale and places it gently on 
the wrapping table, which is tilted slightly forward while the bale is being 
picked up. Since it can be adjusted to five different positions, the tele-
scopic arm can be adapted perfectly to the diameter of the bale. Thanks 
to the pivoting, ball-mounted reception tube, the bale is never pinched nor 
damaged. It also guarantees that the bale is picked up reliably even on 
difficult terrain. The bale pick-up proves to be exceptionally convenient 
when you need to transport two bales.

FILM CUTTER
The stainless steel cutting knife guarantees that the film will be cut clean-
ly and precisely. At the same time, the film is fixed in place by the cutter 
lever. Shortly after the wrapping process begins, the standard float posi-
tion ensures that the film will unwind easily.

8
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WORKFLOW

The trailed machines of the G50 series with bale pick-up are the top sellers among GÖWEIL wrapping machines and have proven their worth 
in the field for many years around the globe. The following steps explain how simple and convenient it is to work with these wrappers:

G50 SERIES

STANDARD
G5010 & G5012:
The wrapper can be swung out 
using the control device of the 
tractor. You can control the 
lowering of the bale pick-up 
with the joystick.

STANDARD
G5010 & G5012:
The bales are picked up 
manually by the driver using 
the electronic joystick.

STANDARD
G5010 & G5012:
The wrapping process is 
started with the push of a 
button.

PROFI
G5020:
The machine is swung out and 
the bale pick-up lowered using 
the PROFI control system.

PROFI
G5020:
The bale pick-up process is 
fully automatic.

PROFI
G5020: 
The wrapping process 
starts automatically.
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1  APPROACH
When starting to work, the operator swings out the wrapper, shifting the work position 
to the right behind the tractor. The bale pick-up is lowered and opened, causing the 
wrapping table to tilt slightly forward.

2  BALE PICK-UP
The counter support bracket on the side of the bale pick-up is used to center the 
bale even on slopes. The hydraulic bale pick-up with its ball-mounted telescopic arm 
and reception tube gently sweeps up the bale and lifts it up onto the wrapping table, 
swinging it into the wrapping position.

3  WRAPPING PROCESS
The wrapping process starts and the set number of film layers is evenly wrapped 
around the bale.

4  FILM CUTTING
The film cutter opens with the last rotation of the wrapping process. When closing, the 
cutter lever presses the film against the cutting knife, cutting the film cleanly. While 
one end of the film is wrapped against the bale, the other end is fixed in place by the 
film cutter.

5  BALE DEPOSIT
When the bale is deposited, the wrapping table is lowered all the way to the ground. 
This ensures that the bale is deposited in a particularly gentle way. Afterwards, the 
wrapping table will swing back to the front, ready to pick up the next bale.

STANDARD
G5010 & G5012: 
The bales are picked up 
with the push of a but-
ton.

STANDARD 
& PROFI
G5010, G5012 & G5020:
The film is cut off fully automatically.

PROFI
G5020: 
Depending on the setting, the 
bales are deposited either au-
tomatically or manually with the 
push of a button.
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BASIC MODEL – WITH EU TYPE-APPROVAL

Single wrapping arm

Hydraulically tilting wrapping table

4 bale conveyor belts with belt guide and 4 bale guide rollers

Bale pick-up from the front, bale deposit to the rear

Film pre-stretcher 750 mm

Film cutter

Film storage for 6 rolls of film

Hydraulic pivoting drawbar with manual operation and lower linkage hitch

Tires 380/55-17 AW

LED light & turn signal system

LED work lights

Program control STANDARD with wireless operation
The "bale pick-up" function is performed manually using the electronic joystick. The 
"wrapping process" and "film cutting" work cycles are performed automatically, while 
"bale deposit" is started at the push of a button.

The trailed machine with bale pick-up is the perfect entry model for professional users. The trailed wrapper boasts a compact and agile 
design, allowing you to pull the G5010 effortlessly even with smaller tractors. The bales are wrapped quickly, cleanly, and, above all, com-
pletely airtight.

G5010

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight 1,630 kg

Length 3,940 mm

Width 2,750 mm

Height 3,060 mm

Bale diameter 0.90 – 1.50 m (with standard wrapping arm)

Bale diameter 0.90 – 1.35 m (height altered to 2,785 mm)

Bale weight max. 1,800 kg

Oil requirement from 20 l/min at max. 190 bar

REQUIRED CONNECTIONS

• 1 pressure connection and 1 depressurized return for supplying the wrapping 
machine (not included with PTO shaft drive)

• 1 double-acting control device for the pivoting drawbar
• 3-pin socket for the electrical supply with direct supply to the battery (12V/30A) – 

cable cross-section 2x6 mm²
• 7-pin socket for the entire lighting system, except work lights

ROUND BALE WRAPPER
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ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Tires 480/45-17 AW - the width is altered to 2,880 mm

Combined film pre-stretcher
For film widths of 500 mm and 750 mm; the overlap can be adjusted as well

Film monitoring
Stops the wrapping process if the film tears or runs out

PTO shaft drive (without hydraulic oil)
Consisting of a gearbox with pump, return flow filter, hydraulic oil tank, and lower 
linkage hitch

Cardan shaft

Additional roller for wrapping table
Prevents the bale from falling off the wrapping table on steep terrain
Impact protection mat (incl. additional roller)
For gentle bale deposit onto the field

Bale tipper (incl. additional roller)
When the wrapping process is complete, the bale is deposited on its flat side off to the 
right in the direction of travel

Battery supply cable 5.3 meters 2x6 mm² with 3-pin socket

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT

Dual-line air brake system (WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Hydraulic dual-line brake system with emergency brake valve and pressure accumu-
lator 
(WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Hydraulic brake without pressure accumulator and breakaway device 
(WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Beacon light (height plus 150 mm)

IMAGE DESCRIPTION
1) The bale pick-up lifts the bale gently onto the wrapping table
2) Option to transport up to six rolls of film on the film storage
3) The patented plastic rollers ensure uniform pre-stretching
4) The control unit is located directly on the machine
5) The quick-release unit allows for a quick exchange of empty rolls
6) The wrapping table is lowered all the way to the ground
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BASIC MODEL – WITH EU TYPE-APPROVAL

Twin wrapping arm

Hydraulically tilting wrapping table

4 bale conveyor belts with belt guide and 4 bale guide rollers

Bale pick-up from the front, bale deposit to the rear

Film pre-stretcher 750 mm

Film cutter

Film storage for 6 rolls of film

Hydraulic pivoting drawbar with manual operation and lower linkage hitch

Tires 380/55-17 AW

LED light & turn signal system

LED work lights

Program control STANDARD with wireless operation
The "bale pick-up" function is performed manually using the electronic joystick. The 
"wrapping process" and "film cutting" work cycles are performed automatically, while 
"bale deposit" is started at the push of a button.

The G5012 towed round bale wrapper features a twin wrapping arm and bale pick-up. This halves the time taken to wrap the bale, saving 
you a considerable amount of time and money on long work days. The G5012 is equipped with the program control STANDARD.

G5012

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight 1,780 kg

Length 3,940 mm

Width 2,750 mm

Height 3,060 mm

Bale diameter 0.90 – 1.50 m (with standard wrapping arm)

Bale diameter 0.90 – 1.35 m (height altered to 2,785 mm)

Bale weight max. 1,800 kg

Oil requirement from 25 l/min at max. 190 bar

ROUND BALE WRAPPER

REQUIRED CONNECTIONS

• 1 pressure connection and 1 depressurized return for supplying the wrapping 
machine (not included with PTO shaft drive)

• 1 double-acting control device for the pivoting drawbar
• 3-pin socket for the electrical supply with direct supply to the battery (12V/30A) – 

cable cross-section 2x6 mm²
• 7-pin socket for the entire lighting system, except work lights
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IMAGE DESCRIPTION
1) The twin wrapping arm reduces the wrapping time significantly
2) The wrapper is suitable for use on slopes and is still extremely stable even in these positions
3) All functions can be performed directly on the machine
4)  The additional roller stabilizes the bale and increases safety, especially in slope positions
5) When it is time to deposit the bales, the wrapping table is lowered all the way to the ground
6) The impact protection mat ensures the bales are deposited smoothly onto the field

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Tires 480/45-17 AW - the width is altered to 2,880 mm

Combined film pre-stretcher
For film widths of 500 mm and 750 mm; the overlap can be adjusted as well

Film monitoring
Stops the wrapping process if the film tears or runs out

PTO shaft drive (without hydraulic oil)
Consisting of a gearbox with pump, return flow filter, hydraulic oil tank, and lower 
linkage hitch

Cardan shaft

Additional roller for wrapping table
Prevents the bale from falling off the wrapping table on steep terrain
Impact protection mat (incl. additional roller)
For gentle bale deposit onto the field

Bale tipper (incl. additional roller)
When the wrapping process is complete, the bale is deposited on its flat side off to the 
right in the direction of travel

Battery supply cable 5.3 meters 2x6 mm² with 3-pin socket

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT

Dual-line air brake system (WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Hydraulic dual-line brake system with emergency brake valve and pressure accumu-
lator 
(WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Hydraulic brake without pressure accumulator and breakaway device 
(WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Beacon light (height plus 150 mm)
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BASIC MODEL – WITH EU TYPE-APPROVAL

Twin wrapping arm

Hydraulically tilting wrapping table

4 bale conveyor belts with belt guide and 4 bale guide rollers

Bale pick-up from the front, bale deposit to the rear

Film pre-stretcher 750 mm

Film cutter

Film storage for 6 rolls of film

Hydraulically controlled pivoting drawbar with lower linkage hitch

Tires 380/55-17 AW

LED light & turn signal system

LED work lights

Fully automatic program control PROFI
All work cycles are fully automatic

Boasting a twin wrapping arm and bale pick-up, this towed machine is ideal for professionals who need to operate on multiple sites. The 
compact and agile wrapper comes with the fully automatic program control PROFI as standard. The G5020 towed wrapping machine is a 
must for every contractor!

G5020

REQUIRED CONNECTIONS

• 1 pressure connection and 1 depressurized return for supplying the wrapping 
machine (not included with PTO shaft drive)

• 3-pin socket for the electrical supply with direct supply to the battery (12V/30A) – 
cable cross-section 2x6 mm²

• 7-pin socket for the entire lighting system, except work lights

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight 1,780 kg

Length 3,940 mm

Width 2,750 mm

Height 3,060 mm

Bale diameter 0.90 – 1.50 m (with standard wrapping arm)

Bale diameter 0.90 – 1.35 m (height altered to 2,785 mm)

Bale weight max. 1,800 kg

Oil requirement from 25 l/min at max. 190 bar (with standard hydraulics)
from 65 l/min at max. 190 bar (with load sensing hydraulics)

ROUND BALE WRAPPER
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ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Tires 480/45-17 AW - the width is altered to 2,880 mm

Radio remote control - required connection: 3-pin socket for the electrical supply of the 
handset (12V/10A)

Load sensing: Oil pressure and quantity are adjusted to consumption. This boosts 
energy efficiency and speed. The machine can also be operated with tractors without 
load sensing pump. Load sensing connection required

Combined film pre-stretcher: For film widths of 500 mm and 750 mm; the overlap can 
be adjusted as well

Film monitoring with single-film mode: Stops the wrapping process if the film tears 
or runs out. Automatically switches to "single-film mode" as soon as one roll runs out. 
During this process, the feed rate is reduced to ensure an overlap of 50%.

PTO shaft drive (without hydraulic oil): Consisting of a gearbox with pump, return flow 
filter, hydraulic oil tank, and lower linkage hitch

Load sensing PTO shaft drive (without hydraulic oil): Consisting of a gearbox with 
pump, return flow filter, hydraulic oil tank, and lower linkage hitch

Cardan shaft

Additional bale turn: When the wrapping process is complete, there is an additional 
bale turn so that the film lays better
Additional roller for wrapping table: Prevents the bale from falling off the wrapping 
table on steep terrain

Impact protection mat (incl. additional roller): For gentle bale deposit onto the field

Bale tipper (incl. additional roller): When the wrapping process is complete, the bale is 
deposited on its flat side off to the right in the direction of travel

Battery supply cable 5.3 m 2x6 mm² with 3-pin socket

IMAGE DESCRIPTION
1) The bale pick-up can be adjusted to the bale diameter
2) The wrapping table is tilted slightly forward while the bale is being picked up
3) A particularly convenient feature is the option to transport two bales
4) The cutting knife cuts the film cleanly
5) The bale tipper positions the bales up on their end

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT

Dual-line air brake system (WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Hydraulic dual-line brake system with emergency brake valve and pressure accumu-
lator 
(WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Hydraulic brake without pressure accumulator and breakaway device 
(WITHOUT EU type-approval)

Beacon light (height plus 150 mm)
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